The Black Revolutionary Woman

By Linda Green

There is a phenomenon that is beginning to evolve out of many other phenomena. That phenomenon is the revolutionary Black woman. She is a new, many other phenomenon. That is beginning to evolve out of evolvement from the Mother of face of the earth. She is a new this goal lies the fullfilling of they need her. She Is the strength they are made known to her, and when they are not evident, she will and does seek them out. Her language should be used, being taken advantage of, or cut out of her man’s life, must vanish, have vanished as did straight hair and bleaching cream

came truly black and revolutionaly. They are the hangups of the past, like hot combs and Artra and they must and are left in the past. If she is for real, she will know that she will never want for a man to love, to take care of, if she is dedicated to the revolutionary and those who believe in Black Liberation.

This woman Is, and must be, a Black man’s everything. She is a worker. She is a mother. She is a companion, intellectual, spiritual, mental, and physical. She is what her man, and what her people need her to be, when they need her, she is the strength of the struggle.

She is a worker for Black Liberation. It is her goal. Within this goal lies the fulfillment of Black man in every way that they must be fulfilled in order to live and fight. If she is not for Black liberation, she will distract him, she will distract him and the people around her, her acquaintances, and her offspring. She must be committed and dedicated, because the revolution will be lost without her.

She will, and does fulfill the needs of her Black man when they are made known to her, and when they are not evident, she will and does seek them out. Her language should be used, being taken advantage of, or cut out of her man’s life, must vanish, have vanished as did straight hair and bleaching cream